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toro recommends the spring knit
Ditch the sweatshirt and pick up a unique spring knit, like this blended
linen and cotton sweater from John Varvatos (approx. $350). The linen
gives the sweater a subtle sheen, and the loose-knit cotton breathes amply
as the temperature climbs. For kicking around, throw it over a plain
T-shirt and pair it with baggy cargo pants. Or, for a night on the town,
forgo the T and add a casual cotton jacket and slim-cut, dark wash jeans.
W W W. T O R O M A G A Z I N E . C A
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Spring Knits

photos this page and previous page: christopher stevenson. off-figure stylist: midori/judy inc

stylebook

Cotton is not the only game in town when it comes to lightweight spring sweaters;
linen, rayon, and even bamboo can add texture to your wardrobe.
clockwise from top left: bamboo and cotton sweater, approx. $227, a.p.c. linen
and cotton sweater, $135, ted baker. rayon and cotton sweater, $59.90, h&m.
linen and cotton sweater, $115, tommy hilfiger. cotton sweater, approx. $230,
edun. linen sweater, approx. $145, pure dkny
> Want to buy it? See page 96

W W W. T O R O M A G A Z I N E . C A
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THE TRENCH

Appearing in nearly every new menswear collection, this spring staple
is stronger than ever. Toro shows you how to make it work:

photographs by francisco garcia. stylist: alon freeman. grooming: michelle rosen/judy inc

trench coat, $295,
strellson. t-shirt, $22,
american apparel.
cardigan, approx.
$342, edun. pants, $175,
boss black. shoes,
approx. $312, common
projects

trench coat, $895,
and shoes, $450, boss
black. suit, $995, and
shirt, $195, z zegna.
tie, $95, strellson

dress it up

take it sporty

This sienna-coloured trench from Boss Black is the perfect topper to a seriously
sharp dark spring suit, like the one pictured here from Z Zegna; the combination
creates an eye-catching contrast. For a play on volume that won’t bulk you up, try
a less structured trench with a slim-cut suit.

A mix of classic military styling (higher armholes, epaulettes, and larger lapels) and
sporty detailing (zippered pockets and pipe-trimmed lining), this navy trench from
Strellson looks best when dressed down. Pair the structured coat with lightweight
layers and canvas sneakers for a smart, casual look.

W W W. T O R O M A G A Z I N E . C A

> Want to buy it? See page 96
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THE SKATE
Adidas reissues a classic

Stylish sovereigns: From left, designers Richard Sanchez, Tanja Paajanen,
and Ido Gondelman describe themselves as “very curious people.”

last year, on one of his occasional visits
to the adidas archives – a collection of about
10,000 of the brand’s old shoes, from
Muhammad Ali’s boots to Kareem AbdulJabbar’s high-tops – adidas’s director of
sports heritage Ben Pruess stumbled across a
faded thirty-ﬁve-year-old shoe that caught
his eye. “On the side, you could see a very
faint lettering that said skate,” he says. Pruess
knew the forgotten shoe, adidas’s ﬁrst skateboarding-speciﬁc item, was the perfect reissue
to ground adidas Originals’s new skate collection. Undeniably authentic, The Skate is
from a time when skateboarding was a sport,
not a subculture. Sneakerheads will be pleased
that the $130 reissue, released this February,
was replicated meticulously. Though not ideal
for actual skateboarding, the reissue is sure to
be a hit with skinny jeans–wearing hipsters,
as well as ageing skaters nostalgic for the days
when a shoe was just a shoe. — Benjamin Leszcz

profile

ROCK ’N’ ROYAL
when los angeles–based Canadians Ido Gondelman and Tanja Paajanen launched their label,
Kings of Glory, in 2004, nobody predicted Jamie Foxx would be wearing their clothes within
a couple of years. Except maybe them. “Some of the labels I liked didn’t ﬁt as well as we would
have hoped,” recalls Gondelman, who was an art director at the Los Angeles Times while Paajanen worked in advertising. Along with their partner, Richard Sanchez, the duo created a
“day-to-knight” collection that mixed careful cuts with Marshall-stack attitude and aristocratic
ﬂourishes. They conquered the realm, with their debut line landing on the racks of Fred Segal
in L.A., and the backs of stars like Foxx and The All-American Rejects. This year’s spring/summer collection, Dusk to Dawn, blends a rocker feel with luxurious fabrics, including washed
leather and ﬁne-gauge cashmere. “We want the guy who wears Kings of Glory to feel com— Alex Bozikovic
fortable,” Gondelman says, “but also very masculine and conﬁdent.”
> Want to buy it? See page 96

s ay g o o d b y e

CRIMINAL TIES
Nothing is novel about novelty neckwear
a mean girl once spread some gossip about
me, saying that, at a party we’d attended, I was
drunk, and that my date was shorter than
me. She was right on both counts, but I wasn’t
worried; I hadn’t been too drunk to notice
her boyfriend’s Foghorn Leghorn necktie.
Ties that display your fondness for American biplanes, Joe Cool Snoopy, or The Three
Stooges are neither unconventional nor
38
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charming; they’re an indication that you’re
a Wacky Tie Guy – a socially challenged individual who relies on a novelty item to start a
conversation. Your tie with the Pink Panther
leaning on a martini glass isn’t ironic;
Munch’s The Scream was bad enough on
your dorm room wall; and the hockey-puck
tie isn’t clever, even on game night.
The design believed to have spawned the
novelty tie craze back in 1986 was a silkscreened ﬁsh tie sold in American sporting
goods and tackle shops. If you are ever
tempted to bust out a wacky tie, I implore
— Adrienne Reid
you: don’t take the bait.
W W W. T O R O M A G A Z I N E . C A

kings of glory: ye rin mok. the skate: christopher stevenson. tie guy: nick paddles

Kings of Glory makes menswear ﬁt to rule
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Manhattan tailor and the author of Dressing
the Man, sewed the shirts Douglas wore
onscreen. He used large, elongated collars to
make Douglas seem more imposing, and
sewed subtle shoulder pads into the actor’s
shirts. It was, after all, the ’80s.
Since then, contrasting white collars have
been a staple for business types. Donald
Trump sells them in his menswear line. For
spring, stylish men are reclaiming the look,
with a twist. Cloak has black collars on
white or grey shirts. Etro’s line is full of
contrasts; with solid-coloured collars on
ﬂoral shirts, and gingham collars on striped
shirts, even the oldest money can look
— Derek McCormack
new again.
IN STORES NOW

BULL MARKET: THE NEW
WHITE-COLLARED SHIRTS

Greed may not be good, but Gordon
Gekko’s white-collared shirts are.
Michael Douglas in 1987’s Wall Street

archive

a white collar on a white-collar icon.
In Wall Street, Michael Douglas played Gordon
Gekko, a corporate raider and Reagan-era
robber baron. His attire – the suspenders, the
hand-sewn silk ties, and especially the shirts
with contrasting white collars – evoked the
privilege of Wall Street in the Gilded Age.
Rockefeller, Carnegie, Morgan – and Gekko?
In the days of the nineteenth-century titans,
detachable white collars were de rigueur, and

> Want to buy it?

convenient: a clean collar made even a sweaty
shirt seem fresh. Coloured shirts with sewn-on
white collars became stylish in the 1960s.
They offered old-fashioned formality, without
the bother of button-on collars. In the 1980s,
they gave gravitas to Gordon Gekko and
his real-life counterparts – new money who
wanted to look like old money.
After Wall Street, ﬂedgling ﬁnanciers everywhere wanted Gekko’s look. Alan Flusser, a

s h o c k a n d aw e s o m e

See page 96

A BRIGHT IDEA
How to wear this season’s ﬂashy hues
along with the usual bevy of beiges,
greys, and taupes, designers are punching
up their spring offerings with bright blues,
oranges, and even neons. If you’re brave
enough to experiment with some flashy
colours this spring, proceed with caution, or
risk looking like a circus reject. Keep it to one
bright piece of clothing per outﬁt, and use
solid colours – the addition of a pattern
windbreaker, $295, and polo, $130, lacoste

40
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shirt, $165, boss black. tie, $95, ted baker london

shirt, $75, h hilfiger. tie, $125, façonnable
> Want to buy it? See page 96

could throw you into The Fresh Prince of
Bel-Air territory. Will Smith has moved on,
and so should you.
To defuse the high clash potential, pair
an ’80s hip-hop-inspired grape-coloured
windbreaker from Christophe Lemaire, the
designer behind Lacoste’s recent resurgence,
with a beige polo (pictured left) and dark
denim. If you’re not ready for a shockingly
bright piece of clothing, start with an accessory. Designer Kris Van Asche recently
showed a neon yellow fanny pack, though
this might be pretty fashion-forward for the
average guy; instead, try one of Paul Smith’s
vivid belts, or an eye-popping sock from
H&M.
— Alon Freeman
W W W. T O R O M A G A Z I N E . C A

wall street: everett collection. shirt and tie examples: christopher stevenson. man in windbreaker: francisco garcia

WALL STREET WHITES
A contrasting collar says you mean business
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CRÈME DE LA MER
Miracle moisturizer makes ﬂaws disappear
if there was such a thing as a cult moisturizer, it
would be Crème de la Mer, a beauty product whose
history plays like a sci-ﬁ ﬁlm. In 1964, NASA physicist
Max Huber received extensive third-degree chemical
burns in a laboratory explosion, severely scarring his
face. Cosmetic products and medical science offered
no cure for his disﬁgurement, prompting Huber to
embark upon a 12-year quest, performing 6,000
experiments as he sought something to erase his
scars. The result – described on the product’s Web site
as “a small miracle” – is Crème de la Mer. At the time
of his death, Huber’s face is said to have been virtually
scar-free, the happy result of his sea kelp–derived
Miracle Broth, which undergoes months of biofermentation and is said to erase imperfections and
scars, and revitalize skin. La Mer now
has a fervent following, with
many calling the high-priced
cream the world’s best moisturizer, while others, perhaps more apt to believe
in the supernatural, call it
the key to eternal youth.
— G.D.
60 ml, $270
> Want to buy it?
See page 96

ask toro

OH, PLUCK IT!
Our guide to unibrow management

clockwise from top: Kenneth Cole R.S.V.P., 100 ml $76. Burberry London for Men, 100 ml $88. Prada
Amber Pour Homme, 100 ml $110. L’Homme Yves Saint Laurent, 100 ml $86. John Varvatos Vintage, 125 ml
$95. Valentino ‘V’ Pour Homme, 100 ml $86
> Want to buy it? See page 96

f r ag r a n c e

THE SIX SCENTS
New colognes to spice up your life
while it’s difficult for the untrained nose
to distinguish between a fragrance’s different
notes, it doesn’t take an expert to identify a
classic brand. From six iconic labels comes
a group of new colognes that are sure to stand
the test of time.
With R.S.V.P., Kenneth Cole’s dedication to
functionality yields a versatile scent, its lavender
42
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and cedar countered by citrus. YSL’s L’Homme
is an effective all-rounder with an enduring
amber presence. The plaid-clad Burberry
London for Men smells like cinnamon-heavy
spice cake, avuncular in its reassuring warmth.
With evocative ﬂoral notes, Prada Amber
Pour Homme is the pretty boy of the group.
If you can wear purple, you can wear Prada.
Valentino ‘V’ Pour Homme is a sweet fragrance, with jasmine and amber countered by
peppery spice. And for the nonconformist,
John Varvatos Vintage offers a coniferous and
— Graham Duncan
leathery complexity.

of hair above my nose. Will the hair I shaved grow
back thicker now? Am I screwed?
a: If you just got rid of a years-old unibrow, then
you’re probably better off than you’ve been in awhile.
That your shaved hair will grow back thicker and
faster is nothing more than a persistent myth, though
you’ll have to deal with some unsightly stubble. Plucking is the best way to manage your brows, and regularly
using a pair of angled tweezers after a hot shower is
a not-too-painful way to keep your upper nose hairless. (To avoid looking like RuPaul on his day off, do
not overpluck your arches.) The ideal distance
between your brows depends on how close-set your
eyes are. “Draw an imaginary line straight up from the
innermost corner of your eye – that’s where the eyebrow
should begin,” says Pamela Hackwell, a grooming
specialist at Gotstyle’s men’s spa in Toronto. Laser
treatment and electrolysis are expensive but long-lasting
– a ﬁne option if you share a few genes with Bigfoot.

W W W. T O R O M A G A Z I N E . C A

fragrances: hamin lee. sesame street: everett collection

q: Recently, on impulse, I applied a razor to the patch
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Jil Sander
We’ve been telling you for
ages to toss your old box-cut
suits in favour of a slimmer
look, but according to Jil
Sander creative director Raf
Simons, the box is back.
With high, tight armholes on
the jacket, the new box-cuts
are made from a high-tech
fabric that looks stiff, but
moves with your body.
> For buying
information,
see page 96.

SPRING FORWARD
Toro presents the season’s hottest looks to melt away those winter blues
ph oto g r a ph s by m i g u e l jac o b
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Burberry Prorsum
Pleats are big in Burberry
Prorsum’s spring line,
running horizontally on the
front of gauzy shirts, and
adding structure to widelegged pants, which, like
the line’s staple item, the
trench coat, come in linen.
The message: don’t be
afraid of a few wrinkles.

Costume National Homme
With snap closures, ﬂap
pockets, and sewn-in belts,
Costume National’s new
offerings have a heavy military
look. The fabrics, in contrast,
are feather-light cottons,
ﬁne-gauge silk knits, and
pliable suedes, ensuring
that the clothes feel as good
as they look.
W W W. T O R O M A G A Z I N E . C A
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Acne Jeans
Acne’s spring collection
introduces new twists on
their ﬂagship jeans, offering
a variety of cuts and colours
(white and bright blue
are standouts). The line
also includes ropy knit
sweaters, subtly weathered
boots, and the waxed-cotton
anorak shown here, leaving
no doubt that this hot
Swedish label is about
more than just denim.
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Gucci
Frida Giannini, Gucci’s
womenswear designer, took
control of the men’s line
this season. Giannini’s tight
hip-hugging pants, bodyslimming jackets, and late
’60s groovy/ethnic patterns
create a look that is
conﬁdent but not cocky. Her
loud silk shirts appeal to
guys with cojones; for the
less daring, patterned ties
are the safer bet.
W W W. T O R O M A G A Z I N E . C A
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Maison Martin Margiela
Brown, beige, purple, and
rust colours give Martin
Margiela’s newest creations
the aura of a sweaty ’70s
cop show. Known for his
artisanal approach, the
Belgian designer applied
shiny paint treatments to
his leather shoes and jackets,
and used light wools and
silks in lieu of sticky polyesters
to modernize this look.
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styling: alon freeman. styling assistant: dwayne kennedy. grooming: greg wencel/plutino group

Patrik Ervell
Inﬂuenced by the preppybut-plain tradition of classic
American sportswear,
Ervell innovates by using
sensual fabrics (silk and linen
jackets), unusual source
materials (a jacket made
from a military bomb
parachute), and high-tech
tools (one shirt print was
designed by a counterfeit
money-prevention program).

Valentino Uomo
Though Valentino is
generally associated with
formal luxury, his spring
collection feels distinctly
laid-back. Shorts are a hot
item this season, and
Valentino delivers his take
with dress shorts that
could be worn with a jacket,
as well as the safari-styled
cotton shorts shown here.
W W W. T O R O M A G A Z I N E . C A
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